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Abstract—In this paper, we address the performance improve-
ment of cooperative cognitive radio networks (CCRNs) with
secondary users exploiting multiple antennas in the multiple
input multiple output (MIMO) scenario. In order to expand
the region of achievable rate by enabling full-duplex com-
munication between secondary users, we adopt simultaneous
transmitting and receiving antennas for the secondary users.
The link capacities of the proposed framework are analyzed
under the assumption of full channel side information. It is
shown through numerical evaluation that the proposed MIMO
CCRN framework can provide a considerable performance gain
over the conventional CCRN and conventional MIMO CCRN
frameworks.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Cooperative cognitive radio network (CCRN), a key frame-
work of resource-efficient wireless communications, can be
employed to mitigate the shortage of frequency resource [1].
In the CCRNs, primary users (PUs) recruit some secondary
users (SUs) to relay the primary traffic cooperatively and in
return grant the SUs a portion of the channel access time.
Although the CCRN framework is beneficial for both the PUs
and SUs, it still has some weaknesses.

Specifically, since the original CCRN framework assumes
that every device is equipped with a single antenna which
is not capable of simultaneous transmission and reception,
previous studies [2]-[5] allow the channel sharing to happen
only in temporal domain. To increase the throughput gains in
the CCRN, some of the recent studies have taken advantage
of the multiple-input-multiple-output (MIMO) system in the
CCRN, producing so called the MIMO-CCRN [6]. In the
MIMO-CCRN framework, the channel is shared in both the
temporal and spatial domains.

Although the MIMO-CCRN generally possesses better per-
formance than the CCRN, the scheme does not still fully
use the communication resources since the operations are
in the half duplex (HD) mode. Doubling the usage of time
resource compared with the HD mode, the full duplex (FD)
mode has attracted the attention of many researchers. The

FD operation mode in the cognitive base station of a CCRN
was initially studied in [7], where the cognitive base station
receives primary message and transmits the processed primary
signal in the FD mode. The work in [7] on the MIMO-CCRN
with FD mode assumed six antennas for the relaying SUs.

In this paper, we aim to enable the FD mode in MIMO-
CCRN when relaying secondary users adopt two simultaneous
transmitting and receiving (STAR) antennas. Specifically, we
propose a novel FD MIMO-CCRN system architecture and
schedule the transmission in both spatial and temporal domains
to improve the spectral efficiency. In the case of one primary
link (PL) and one secondary link (SL), the beamforming
design and link capacities are studied as an example.

II. PROPOSED ARCHITECTURE AND
ITS ACHIEVABLE RATES

A. Channel Environment
Consider an MIMO-CCRN with one PL and one SL, where

each PU employs one legacy antenna and each SU use two
STAR antennas. The duration of one communication time
frame is divided into two phases. In the first phase, one PU
denoted as the primary transmitter (PT) transmits primary
signal to the relaying SU denoted as SUC . At the same
time, the SUC receives the secondary signal from another SU
denoted as SUN , and transmits its own secondary signal to the
SUN simultaneously. In the second phase, the SUC transmits
primary signal to the other PU denoted as the primary receiver
(PR). The SUC transmits its own secondary signal to the SUN
while simultaneously receives the secondary signal from the
SUN . Figs. 1 and 2 depict the operations in the first and second
phases, respectively.

The eight channels consisting the proposed framework
shown in Figs. 1 and 2 can be characterized by

HXY =

(
hXY,11 hXY,21
hXY,12 hXY,22

)
, (1)

for (X,Y ) = (T,C), (T,N), (C,R), (N,R), (C,N), (N,C),
(C,C), and (N,N). Here, HXY is the complex matrix de-
scribing the channel from user X to user Y with

hXY,21 = hXY,22 = 0 (2)
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Fig. 1: A model of the proposed FD MIMO-CCRN framework
in the first phase.

Fig. 2: A model of the proposed FD MIMO-CCRN framework
in the second phase.

when (X,Y ) = (T,C) and (T,N), and

hXY,12 = hXY,22 = 0 (3)

when (X,Y ) = (C,R) and (N,R). We set HCN = HT
NC

assuming reciprocal channel environment. In the following,
all the channel matrices and channel vectors are considered
constant over a symbol time and the channel state information
(CSI) is known to SUC and SUN .

B. Proposed Architecture

For every communication time frame, the system tries to
send five signals: The signals from PT to PR, from SUC
to SUN in the first phase, from SUN to SUC in the first
phase, from SUC to SUN in the second phase, and from SUN
to SUC in the second phase. These signals are denoted as
sTR, s1,CN , s1,NC , s2,CN , and s2,NC , respectively, where the
subscripts 1 and 2 indicate the phase in which the signal is
being transmitted. For notational uniformity and convenience,
we will also denote the primary signal sTR as s1,TC and s2,CR
in the first and second phases, respectively.

As mentioned above, to transmit and receive the signals
without interferences, proper processing schemes are neces-

sary. Let

MT
1,TC = O2,CR =

(
1 0

)
. (4)

Also let the 2×1 unit-norm matrices M1,CN ,M1,NC ,M2,CN ,
M2,NC , and M2,CR and the 1 × 2 unit-norm matrices
O1,CN , O1,NC , O1,TC , O2,CN , and O2,NC satisfy

HXRM2,XW =
(
0 0

)T
, (5)

O1,XWHTW =
(
0 0

)
, (6)

Ot,XWHWWMt,WX = 0, (7)

O1,TCHNCM1,NC = 0, (8)

and

O2,CNHCNM2,CR = 0 (9)

for (X,Y, Z) = (N,T,C) and (C,N,R), t ∈ {1, 2} with
W = N if X = C and W = C if X = N .

It is easy to see that, the matrices M2,CN and M2,NC can
be determined from (5), and O1,CN and O1,NC from (6).
With these matrices determined from (5) and (6), the matrices
M1,CN ,M1,NC , O2,CN , and O2,NC can be determined from
(7), and subsequently, the matrices O1,TC and M2,CR can be
obtained from (8) and (9), respectively. These 10 matrices can
be obtained after some manipulations as

Mt,XY =
(

kt,XY√
k2t,XY +1

− 1√
k2t,XY +1

)T
(10)

and

Ot,XY =
(

1√
l2t,XY +1

− lt,XY√
l2t,XY +1

)
, (11)

where

k1,CN =
hTC,11hCC,22 − hTC,12hCC,12
hTC,11hCC,21 − hTC,12hCC,11

, (12)

k1,NC =
hTN,11hNN,22 − hTN,12hNN,12
hTN,11hNN,21 − hTN,12hNN,11

, (13)

k2,CN =
hCR,21
hCR,11

, k2,NC =
hNR,21
hNR,11

, (14)

l1,CN =
hTN,11
hTN,12

, l1,NC =
hTC,11
hTC,12

, (15)

l2,CN =
hNN,22hNR,11 − hNN,21hNR,21
hNN,12hNR,11 − hNN,11hNR,21

, (16)

and

l2,NC =
hCR,11hCC,12 − hCR,21hCC,11
hCR,11hCC,22 − hCR,21hCC,21

(17)

with k2,CR and l1,TC defined in (18) and (19).
Now, at the transmitters, the transmitted complex baseband

signal can be expressed as

xt,XY =Mt,XY st,XY (20)
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k2,CR =
hNR,11hNN,12hCN,21 − hNR,11hNN,22hCN,22 + hNR,21hNN,21hCN,22 − hNR,21hNN,11hCN,21
hNR,11hNN,12hCN,11 − hNR,11hNN,22hCN,12 + hNR,21hNN,21hCN,12 − hNR,21hNN,11hCN,11

, (18)

l1,TC =
hTN,11hNN,22hCN,11 − hTN,11hNN,21hCN,12 + hTN,12hNN,11hCN,12 − hTN,12hNN,12hCN,11
hTN,11hNN,22hCN,21 − hTN,11hNN,21hCN,22 + hTN,12hNN,11hCN,22 − hTN,12hNN,12hCN,21

, (19)

for (X,Y ) = (C,N), (N,C), and (T,C) when t = 1, and
(X,Y ) = (C,N), (N,C), and (C,R) when t = 2, where
X and Y represent the sender and receiver, respectively. The
received signal at user Y can then be expressed as

yt,Y = HXY xt,XY +HZY xt,ZX +HWY xt,WQ + nt,Y (21)

for (X,Y ) = (C,N) and (N,C) when t = 1 and (X,Y ) =
(C,N), (N,C), and (C,R) when t = 2. Here, W = T if
t = 1, W = C if t = 2, Q = C if t = 1, Q = R if t = 2
and Y ∈ {N,C}, Q = N if Y = R, Z = N if Y = R,
and Z = Y if Y ∈ {N,C}. In (21), nt,Y is the zero-mean
complex Gaussian noise vector at the receiver Y in the t-th
phase with

E{nt,Y n†
t,Y } = σ2

cI2. (22)

Here, E{·} indicates the expectation operator.
Manipulating O1,TC , O1,CN , O1,NC , O2,CN , and O2,NC

with y1,C ,y1,N ,y1,C ,y2,N , and y2,C , respectively, we get
interference-free received signal at user Y due to the condi-
tions (5)-(9). Specifically, we have

yt,XY = Ot,XY yt,Y

= Ot,XYHXYMt,XY st,XY +Ot,XY nt,Y (23)

for (X,Y ) = (C,N), (N,C), and (T,C) when t = 1 and
(X,Y ) = (C,N), (N,C), and (C,R) when t = 2.

C. Achievable Rates

The achievable rates of (23) can be calculated by finding the
statistics of the five signals that maximize the mutual informa-
tion between st,XY and yt,XY for (X,Y ) = (T,C), (C,N),
and (N,C) when t = 1, and (X,Y ) = (C,R), (C,N), and
(N,C) when t = 2. Under the assumption that perfect CSI of
every user is available, the achievable rates of the secondary
link can be expressed as [8]

Ct,XY =
1

2
E

{
log

(
1 +

Pψ2
t,XY

λ2t,XY

)}
(24)

for (X,Y ) = (C,N) and (N,C) and t ∈ {1, 2}, where P is
the power of the transmitted signals (we assume all the users
employ the same power). Here,

ψ2
t,XY = |Ot,XYHXYMt,XY |2 (25)

and

λ2t,XY = E
{
|Ot,XY nt,Y |2

}
. (26)

After some manipulations, it can be shown that the achievable
rates are
C1,CN =

1

2
E

log
1 +

P |Q1,CN |2

σ2
c

(
1 + |k1,CN |2

)(
1 + |l1,CN |2

)

 , (27)

C1,NC =

1

2
E

log
1 +

P |Q1,NC |2

σ2
c

(
1 + |k1,NC |2

)(
1 + |l1,NC |2

)

 , (28)

C2,CN =

1

2
E

log
1 +

P |Q2,CN |2

σ2
c

(
1 + |k2,CN |2

)(
1 + |l2,CN |2

)

 , (29)

and
C2,NC =

1

2
E

log
1 +

P |Q2,NC |2

σ2
c

(
1 + |k2,NC |2

)(
1 + |l2,NC |2

)

 , (30)

where

Qt,XY =kt,XY hCN,11 − hCN,ab
− kt,XY lt,XY hCN,ba + lt,XY hCN,22 (31)

for (X,Y ) = (C,N) and (N,C), t ∈ {1, 2}, and (a, b) =
(2, 1) if (X,Y ) = (C,N) and (a, b) = (1, 2) if (X,Y ) =
(N,C).

III. NUMERICAL RESULTS IN RICIAN AND RAYLEIGH
FADING CHANNELS

Employing numerical evaluation, we have identified the
performance of the proposed FD MIMO-CCRN framework.
Specifically, the achievable rate of the proposed framework
is compared with that of the conventional MIMO-CCRN
framework via numerical evaluation. Here, the conventional
MIMO-CCRN has the same structure as the proposed FD
MIMO-CCRN framework: The difference is that the SUs in
the conventional MIMO-CCRN framework can only either
send or receive signals at any time. We also consider the
achievable rates of the conventional CCRN frameworks. The
conventional CCRN framework assumes three time phases: In
the first phase, the SUC receives the primary signal from the
PT, while in the second phase, the SUC transmits primary
signal to the PR. As a reward, in the third phase, the SUC
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Fig. 3: Achievable rate of the proposed and conventional
frameworks as a function of Rice factor K when SNR=20dB.

either sends or receives secondary signal to or from the SUN .
We consider only the achievable rate of the SL since the
achievable rate of the PL is not of our concern in this paper.

The achievable rate CPRO of the SL in the proposed
framework is equal to

CPRO = t1 (C1,CN + C1,NC) + t2 (C2,CN + C2,NC) , (32)

where ti is the time duration of the i-th phase for i = 1, 2.
On the other hand, the achievable rate CCONV 1 of the SL in
the conventional MIMO-CCRN framework is equal to [6]

CCONV 1 = t1C̃1,NC + t2C̃2,CN , (33)

where the tilde in C̃1,NC and C̃2,CN is used to denote
the conventional MIMO-CCRN. Similarly, the achievable rate
CCONV 2 of the SL in the conventional CCRN framework is
[9]

CCONV 2 = t3ĈCN , (34)

where the hat in ĈCN is used to denote the conventional
CCRN and t3 is the time duration of the third phase.

Numerical evaluations have been carried out in Rician
channels to compare the achievable rates of the proposed and
conventional frameworks. In Figs. 3 and 4, the achievable rates
for the proposed and conventional frameworks are plotted for
K ∈ [0, 20], here K is the Rice factor, while t1 = t2 = 0.5
and t3 = 0.2, and the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), defined as
SNR = P

σ2
c

, are 20dB and 30dB, respectively, at the secondary
receivers. It is clear from Figs. 3 and 4 that the proposed
framework significantly increases the achievable rate of the
SL, approximately by a factor of two.

IV. CONCLUSION

We have proposed an FD MIMO-CCRN framework provid-
ing performance improvement compared with the conventional
MIMO-CCRN framework. Through the numerical evaluation
in Rician and Rayleigh fading channels with full CSI, we have
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Fig. 4: Achievable rate of the proposed and conventional
frameworks as a function of Rice factor K when SNR=30dB.

shown that the proposed framework can approximately double
the achievable rate of the SL compared with the conventional
MIMO-CCRN framework. It is noteworthy that the proposed
framework does not require any modification of the PUs; it
requires only advanced devices of the SUs to improve the
performance of the entire framework.
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